
CAVARE : when storage meets design

CAVARE Pull out shelf
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Cavare, the discreet,elegant pull-out shelf for home 
(kitchen, closet,living room), office or store fixtures
applications. It combines direct access through the 
front of the shelf with an excellent overview of 
contents when extended, making it truly unique 
especially with its minimalist trendy look!

• Versatile: comes in 3 different widths.

• Large surface storage: the shape and material used,  
allow a better space optimization.

• Smart: Cavare comes with an adapter system  to fit  
on full extension slides or ¾’’ extension slides (with or 
without slow motion).

• Anti-slip: each shelf is equiped with a non slip mat, 
avoiding contents to move around and make noise or to 
fall off the shelf.

• Cavare comes in one set of 2 shelves. Slides and 
dividers have to be ordered separately.

Comes with anti-slip mat           Include adapter for several type of slides Additional magnetic dividers
(slides to be ordered separately) (to order separately)
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# produits Description For interior

width from to

Color Packaging

2131110 Cavare pull out shelves 450mm (2) 412 to 418mm Alu grey 2 shelves

2131710 Cavare pull out shelves 600mm (2) 562 to 568mm Alu grey 2 shelves

2132310 Cavare pull out shelves 900mm (2) 862 to 868mm Alu grey 2 shelves

2130100 Shelf dividers Alu grey 4 in a box

Technical specifications:

- 30kgs (67 lb) weight capacity per shelf
- minimum interior depth required: 500mm (19 5/8’’)
- required height: 130mm (5 1/8’’), consider clearance if installed close to a hinge

- For a complete set: order 1 set of 2 shelves and 2 pair of undermount slides (additional dividers if required).

Recommended slides:

- Undermount 450mm #828450 (45kg) or 818450 (35kg)
- Tandem undermount (3/4 or full extension, with or without slow motion) 
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